
A saboteur drifts stealtl-ril1. kxvard its tirrget: a r.ital
iactorll Stoprped at the perimeter b1'tr guirrd, the in-
truder presents counterfbit iclentification to gain
entn'. Once inside, it sllrveys the scene irnd markes a

quick decisior.r: Tl-re time is not vet ripe for sabotage.

So it lies lon and naits silentl)', urrcletected, r-rntil it
receives a go sigr.ral. 'I'he intruder no\\, acts cluickll',
hijacking the factorv machinert' irnt.l dir.ertir.rg pro-
duction to its orvn diabolical ends. Controllecl bv the
intruder, the firctorl'norv manufactures replicas of the
saboteur! \{her.r these dr-rplicates are read\., tl-rev break
their,,r,iiy,out, clestrovir.rg the tactorv as thev exit. \\'ith
the ruins behind thenr, thev mor-e ofT silentlf iu
search ofnerv targets.

'fhe scenario just ciescribed is pltrvcd out ntillions
oitinres earch vear. \{l-rat is it? Inclustrial sabotage? X4ilitarv espi-
onage? In fact, the saboteur in this storv is a herpes-,.irus, the n?e
olvirus that causes cold sores, ger.rital l.rerpes, chicken pox, and a

nllmber of other cliseases. The colorizecl transrnissior-r electron
nrrcroscope image above (nt a rlagnification of 250,000X)and the
computer model to the leti sl'rorv tl.re structure of the herpesvirus.

Viruses share scrnre of the characteristics of lii'ing orgarrisurs,
such as ger.retic nlaterial in tl.re lorm of nucleic acid packaged
uithir.r a i.righlv orgirnized structure. A virns is generalll'not con-
siclerecl alive, horver.er, because it is not cellular and cannot repro
drLce on its ou,n. A virus is simplr. nucleic acicl rvrtrpped in a coat
oiprotein irn,"l fbr herpcsr.irr,rses ancl sonte other anir-nal viruses, a

membranotrs cnvelope. Although a herpesvirus is låirlv large as

viruses gc'r-about 200 ru.n ircross-its diamcter is less than ,1,;
that oi a trpical hunralr cell. Jirst about all a herpeslirus or alt\-
other virus can clo is ir.rf-ect a host. It is the l"rost tl.rat pror.icles most
oithe tools and rau'materials neecled to duplicate the virus.

Once in the bodl', a herpesr.irus tumbles along until it finds a

suitable target cell, recognized u,hetr protein r.nolecules on the
outside of the virr-rs flt into plotcirr rcceftor urolecules on the
sui-tirce of the cell. Not recognizing the threat, tl.re cell ttikes in
the vims. C)nce ir.rside the cell, the DNA of tl.re herpesvirr-rs

enters the nucleus. In tl-re nuclei of
certair.t nene cells, the t.iral DNA
can relnair-r dormant tilr long peri-
ods of time, until activated b), a

signtrl such irs celluiar stress. \\'hen
activated, the I'irtrl DNA hiiacks
the cell'.s own molecules and
orgitrrcllc. to producc nerr copiq5
of the r.ir us. \'irus production
eventualh. results in destrr.rction of
host cells-causing the sores that
are chirracteristic of herpes dis-
eases. 1'he released viruses carr

then ir.rf-ect other cel1s.

Once ir person is infected rvith a

herpesr.irus, the virus rernains pennanenth. latent (dclrrrant) it.r

the bod1., its DNA integrated ir.rto tl.re chromosorres of r.rerr.'e cells.

Although manv people ue.,.er der.elop s\.mptonts, oler' 75oo ol
Arnerican adults are thought to carry l.rerpes simplex I (n.hich
causes cold sores), and or.er 20?o, herpes simplex 2 (n'hicli causes

genital herpes). Herpesr.iruses are sorner,vhat ur-rusual in being
able to ren.rain latent inside our cells. Another vims rvith this abil-
itf is HI\r, the virus thiit car-rses AIL)S.

Because viruses har,e much less con-rplex slrllctures than cells,

thev are relatir.eh' easy to stucll on the molecular ler.el, far easier

thar-r X,iendel's peas or X'Iorgan'.s truit flies. For this reason, \ve o\\'e
our flrst glimpses of the firnctions of DNA, tl-re r.nolecule that con-
trols hereditary traits, to the studr,ofviruses.

Tl-ris chapter is about molecular biology, tl.re studl' oi DNA
and hou, it serves as the chernical basis of heleditr'. Here ne
explore the structure of DNA, hou, it replicates (the molecular
basis of n'l.r)'olflpring resemble their parents), ancl hou' it controls
the cell b,v directing RNA and protein svnthesis. \Ve :rlso look at

r.iruses that infbct bacteria, irninttris, err.rd plants. \\'e er.rd .,r.ith an

examinatior.r of bacteritrl genetics. To start tl.re cl-rapter, \,re recount
the story of hon rve knorv that DNA is the genetic material, a storv
in n'hich a r.irus plavccl a rnajor role.
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liR'B+tG.+ii;i1 Experiments showed that DNA is the genetic material
Today, even schoolchildren have heard of DNA, and scientists
routinely manipulate DNA in the iaboratory and use it to chanfthe heritable characteristics of ceils. earrf in the 20th centurv.
however, rhe precise identiry of the n-,o1..,1t.r-oil;;;;;r;;;;1;
unknown. Biologists knew that genes are iocated on chromo_
somes. Therefore, the two chemical components of chromo_somes.-DNA and protein_were the candidates f". th. ;;;;i;.material. Until the 1940s, 

.the 
case for proteins seemed stronger

because p.roteins appeared to be more structurally complex andfun_ctionally specific. Biologists finally established the role ofDNA in heredity through itudl., invoiving bacteria and theviruses that infect them.
We can trace the discovery of the genetic role of DNA back toI928. British medical oflicer Frederij< Criffittrlvu, .tuapng t Jstrains of a bacterium: a harmless strain and a pathogenic (dis_

ease-causing) strain that causes pneumonia. Griffith" ouu, ,u._prised to find that when he killeå the pathogenic bacteria andthen mlxed the bacteriar remains with ffi harmiess bacteria,
some living bacteriar ce's were converted to"the disease;;;
form. Furthermore, all of the d.r."rrdurrt, of the transformed
bacteria inherited the newly acquired 

"Uiirry 
a cause disease.

Cleariy, some chemica.l component of the d# bacteria could act
as a 'transforming åctor,,that brought nbout u heritable chanse.

- Most biologists doubted that nfre.ouia l" c.iiilt;.",i;
!:Tt"q åctor, primarily because .o tittt. l"u, known abourDNA. However, in 1952, American biologists Alfred Hershefand Martha Chase performed a very .orrvirr.irrg set of experi_
mgnt_s They showed that DNA is the genetic material of a viruscalled T2, which infects the bacteriuÅ f,r,rt rrirtrio coti (E. coli).Bacterial viruses are called bacteriophages (.,bacteria_å".J;j,
or phages for short. .ho*, tt . structure ofphageT2, which consists soiely of DNA (blue) anJ protein (yellow).
Resembling a lunar landing craft, T2 hu, u rxa-.ontaining
head and a holiow tail with ii* loirrt.d fibers extending from it.The fibers attach to the suråce of a susceptible bacterium.
Hershey and Chase knew that T2 could ,.irog.u_ its hostceil to produce new phages, but they Jii 

-iro, 
know whichcomponent-DNA or protein_was responsible for this 

"bilitHershey and Chase found the ur_rrrv.. by devising an experi_ment to determine what kinds of molecjes tt e piuge t.urrs_

f::.11:.å::,19t1'i"* -fction. rheir."f..i-.* used only arew relatlvely simple tools: chemicals containing radioactive
isotopes (see Module 2.5); u radioactivity J"t..tor; a kitchenbl;nder1.":d 

" :.."!lituge, a dwice th"t ,;;, ;;t tubes to sepa_rate particles of different weights. (Theså are still basic tools ofmolecular biology.)
Hershey and Chase used different radioactive isotopes toiabel,the DNA and prorein in TZ. pirst, ,i f g..* T2 withE. coli in a solution containing radioactive sirifur (yellow inFigure 10.1B). protein containi sulfur but DNA does not, soas new phages were made, the radioactive sulfur atoms were

phage T2

incorporated_oniy into their proteins. The researchers grew a

:ip^lTJ: 
batch ofphages in a solution containing radioacrive

Pnosphorus (green).,Because-nearly all the pnag"e,s ptorpt o_rus is in DNA, rhis labeled only the phage DNA.
Armed with the two batches of tuUåt"a T2, Hershey andChase were ready to perform tir" ."p.J_ent outlined in

. O They allowed the two batches of T2 to infectseparate samples of nonradioactive bacteria. Ø Shortty un"rit_,.onset of infection, they agitated the culturÅ in a blender toshake loose any parts of tf,e phages thui ..main"d outside thebacterial cells. €) They then spun"the ;;;;, in a centrifuge.
The cells were deposited as a pellet at the iottom of the cen-trifuge tubes, but phages,and-parls 

9f ptug"., being lighter,remained suspended in the liquid. @ The'researchers thenmeasured the radioactivity in thå peilei and the liquid.
-Hershey 

and Chase found thai when the bacteria had beeninfcjed with.T2 phages containing labeled protein, the radio-activity ended up mainly in the liqiid, which'contained phagesbut not bacteria. This reiult suggesied ,il ;; ihage protein didnot enter the cells. But when the bacteria had been infected withphages whose DNA was tagged, then most of the radioa;iv;;;
was.in the bacteria pellet. When these bacteria were returned toliquid growth medium, the bacterial ..il;;; soon destroyed,lysing (breaking open) and releasing 

""*pt ug., that containedradioactive phosphorus in their DIiA buin;?adioactive sulfurin their proteins.

. Hershey and Chase concluded thatT2 injects its DNA intothe host cell leaving virtually ail its protein ..lrria" (as shown inFigure 10.18). More importantly, å"y a.-on.trated that it isthe injected DNA molecules that .uur. tf,.-..lls to produceadditional phage DNA and proteins_i"a".a, new complete
phages. This indicated that thå OXa.o.rtulrr"Jthe instructions

Head

Tail fiber

Tail
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for making phages. outlines the reproductilVe
cycle for phage T2 as we now understand it.

. The Hershey-Chase results, added to earlier evidence, con_
vinced most scientists that DNA is the hereditary material.
What happened next was one of the most celebrated quests in
the history of science: the effort !q figu1g 

-og! thq qlrq.g1qre qf
DNA.and.how this structurelnablÅ iii-å Åolecuie to store
genetic information and transmit it from parents to offspring.

What convinced Hershey and Chase that DNA, rathe
than protein, is the genetic material of phage T2?

^..- .- t"tnrl -au 1o srsaqlu,{s eql papalrp pue uotpo+ut 6ul.rnp 11a: 1raql paralua 'urelord palaqel rou lnq ,vNo a6eqa på;aq'eg',ilanrJrå,p"i
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DNA and RNA are polymers of nucleotides

By the time Hershey and Chase performed their experiments'

much was already known about DNA. Scientists had identified
all its atoms and knew how they were covalently bonded to one

another. What was not understood was the specific arrange-

ment of atoms that gave DNA its unique properties-the c-aP19-

lty to store genetic information, copy it, and pass it from
gereration to generati.on. However, only one year after Hershey

and Chase published their results, scientists figured out the

three-dimensional structure of DNA and the basic strategy of
how it works. We will examine that momentous discovery in
Module 10.3. First, let's look at the underlying chemical struc-

ture of DNA and its chemical cousin RNA.
Recall from Module 3.16 that DNA and RNA are nuc,lqq

acids consisting of long chains-(polymers) of chemical units
(monomers) called nucleotides. A very simple diagram of
such a polymer, or polynucleotide, is shown on the far left in

. This chain shows one arrangement of the four
tlpes of nucleotides that make up DNA. Each qpe of DNA
nucleotide has a different nitlogg4qus bqse: adenine (A), clto-
sine (C), thymine (T), or guanine (G). Because nucleotides can

occur in a polynucleotide in any sequence and polynucleotides

vary in length from long to very long, the number of possible

polynucleotides is enormous.
Looking more closely at our polynucleotide, we see in the

center of Figure 10.2A that each nucleotide consists of threq

co.mpenents: a nitrogenous base (in DNA, A, C, T, or G), a

sugar (blue), and a phosphate group (yellow). The nucleotides

are joined to one another by covalent'bonds between the

sggqq of _on9 nuClgotide and the phosphate of the next. This

results in a sugar-phosphate backbone, a repeating pattern of

sugar-phosphate-sugar-phosphate. The nitrogenous bases are

arranged as appendages all along this backbone.

Examining a single nucleotide in even more detail (on the

right in Figure 10.2A), we note the chemical structure of its

three components. The phosphate group has a phosphorus

atom (P) at its center and is the source of the acid in nuql,eic

acid. TIe Jugai has five carbon atoms (shown in red here for

emphasis)-four in its ring and one extending above the ring,

The ring also includes an oxygen atom. The sugar is called

gggy1ibpt. because, compared with the sugar ribose, it is

mi-ssing an oxygen atom. (Notice that the C atom in the lower

right corner ofthe ring is bonded to an H atom instead ofto an

Sugar-phosphate backbone

Phosphate group -
Nitrogenous base

);%*''
/"M 

w#

)ofs

Sugar

DNA nucleotide

DNA polynucleotide

I

H

Sugar
(deoxyribose)

DNA nucleotide

The structure of a DNA polynucleotide
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-OH group, as it is in ribose; see Figure 10.2C.) The full name
for DNA is deoxinibonucleic acid, with the "nucleic" portion of
the word coming from DNÆ location in the nuclei of eukary-
otic cells. Th. ltllpgenaus_brr" (thyrnine, in our example) has a
ring consisting of nitrogen and carhoå 3tAma w_ith. -v4-r,ig_qp

&nctionatgxoups-attached- In contrast to the acidic phosphate
group, nitrogenous bases are basic (hence their name).

The four nucleotides found in DNA differ only in their
nitrogenous bases. I :;.llrr',. 1i:.jii shows the structures of the
four nitrogenous bases in DNA. At this point, the structural
details are not as important as the fact that the bases are of two
t1pes. Thymine (T) and cytosine (C) are_Ctr€lg;1ingjguglures
called pyrir4i.lfoes. Adenine (A) and guanine (G) are larger,
double-ring structures called,-p:uiaq". The one-letter abbre-
viations can be used for either the bases alone or for the
nucleotides containing them.

What about RNA? As its name-ribonucleic acid-implies,
its sugar is dbS-sC_&!b.e4bA!-de9.ryrihqle. Notice the ribose in
the RNA nucleotide in iirili'i.: it:,,-':l ; unlike deoxyr.ibose, the
sugar ring has an 

-"_QH_ 
grqup {taglred to the C atom at its

lower-right corner. Another difference betwaen RNA and DNA
is that instead of_thlmine, RNA has a-.nitrogenouS*begp_ called
qryj!-(U). (Vou can see the structure of uracil in Figure 10.2C; it

6*iyii-iturtothyrnine.)lxceptforrhearaence.-_of rib-s_se.elr-d

iiijt.l jr+ iL: ;i-: Part of an RNA polynucleotide

uaeil,_ a1r BN-A.p-qlyrryplpojide chain is. identrs_al tq .a DNg
polynucleotide chain. i:i;:rr;",.. i::.-:i! is a computer graphic of a
piece of RNA polynucleotide about 20 nucleotides long. The
yellow phosphorus atoms at the center of the phosphate groups
makes it easy to spot the sugar-phosphate backbone.

In this module, we reviewed the structure of a polynucleotide.
In the next module, we'll see how two polynucleotides join to-
gether in a molecule of DNA.

fl 
ComPare and contrast DNA and RNA polynucleotides.

vNU pue I e seq vNo lnq 'f pue ,g ,v saseq eql e^e' vNo pue 
"^1";::'esoqr.rr(xoap s! l! 'Vllo ur lesoqu sr re6ns eql ,y1g u1 :aleqdioqd e + åseq

snoua6o.rlru e a te6ns e 1o 6urlsrsuo: septloel)nu 1o star.r.rÅ;od å.re qlog I
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DNA is a double-stranded helix

I

Rosa I i nd

Franklin and her X-raY image

After the 1952 Hershey-Chase experiment convinced most

biologists that DNA was the material that stored genetic infor-

mation, a race was on to determine

appropriate partner (to review the hydrogen bond' see Module

z.io).^e'a""i"e can best form hydrogen bonds with thymine'

and guanine with cltosine. In the biologist's shorthand' A pairs

witliT, and G pairs with C. A is also said to be "complemen;'

tary" to T, and G to C.

Watson and Crick's pairing scheme not only fit what was

known about the physical attiibutes and chemical bonding of

DNA, but also explained some data obtained several years ear-

lier by Ameri.a.t tiochemist Erwin Chargaff' Chargaff had dis-

.o'oei.d that the amount of adenine in the DNA of any one-

,f.a., was equal to the amount of thymine and that the-

amount of guanine was equal to that of-c1'tosine' Chargaff s

.rrt"r, ut the! are called, are explained by the fact that A on one-

of DNAs polynucleotide chains always pairs with T on the

åin..pofy""cieotide chain, and G on one chain pairs only rvith

C on the other chain.

You can picture the model of the DNA double helix

proposed by Watson and Crick as a twisted rope lad-

åer nith wooden rungs . The side ropes are

ifr. .qrri,rut.nt of thelugar-phosphate-backbones' and the

rungs rePresent pairs oi nitrogenous bases joined by hy-

drogen bonds.
shows three representations of the double

helix. The shapes of the base symbols in the ribbonlike dia-

g."- o" the låft indicate the bases' compiementarity' In the

ierrter is an atomic_ievel version showing four base pairs,

with the helix untwisted and the hydrogen bonds specified b'v

dotted lines. You can see that the two sugar-phosphate back-

bones of the doubie helix are oriented in opposite directions'

(Notice that the sugars on the two strands are upside dou'n

how the structure of this molecule

could account for its role in heredity'

By that time, the arrangement of cova-

lent bonds in a nucleic acid polymer

was well established, and researchers

focused on discovering the three-

dimensional structure of DNA' First

to the finish line were two scientists

who were relativelY unknown at the

time-American James D' Watson and

Englishman Francis Crick.

th. b.l.f brt celebrated partnership

that solved thepuzzle of DNA structure

began soon after the 23-year-old Wat-

son journeyed to Cambridge Univer-

siry where Crick was studying protein

structure with a technique called X-ray

crystallography' While visiting the

laboratory of Maurice Wilkins at King's

College in London, Watson saw an X-

ray crystallograPhic image of DNA

produced bY Wilkins's colleague

ilosalind Franklin ' A
careful studY of the image enabled

Watson to deduce the basic shaPe of

DNA to be a hellt with a uniform

diameter of 2 nanometers (nm), with

Watson and Crick in 1953 with their model of the

DNA double helix

its nitrogenous bases stacked about one-third of a nanometer

apart. (Får comparison, the plasma membrane of a cell is about

a ,r- inl.n) T^he diameter of the helix suggested that it was

-uJ. .,p ol two polynucleotide strands' The presence of two

strands accounts for ihe now-familiar term double helix'

Watson and Crick began trying to construct a double helix

that would conform both to Franklin's data and to what was

then known about the chemistry of DNA

Franklin had concluded that the sugar-phosphate backbones

mustbeontheoutsideofthedoublehelix'forcingthe
nitrogenous bases to swivei to the interior of the molecule'

But how were the bases arranged in the interior of the dou-

ble helix?
At first, Watson and Crick imagined that the bases paired

like with iike-for example, A with A and C with C' But that

kind of pairing did not fii the X-ray data' which suggested that

the DNÅ mollcule has a uniform diameter' An AA pair would

be almost twice as wide as a CC pair' causing bulges in the

molecule. It soon became apparent that a double-ringed base

(ptrin.) must always be paired with a single-ringed base

ipyrlmidlne) on the opposite strand' Moreover Watson and

åii.k ,.ulir.d that the'individual structures of the bases dic-

tated the pairings even more specifically' Each base has chemi-

cal side groups"that can best lorm hydrogen bonds with one

unitII Cellular Reproductton and Genetics
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Twist

A rope-ladder model for the double helix

with respect to each other.) On the right is a computer

graphic showing every atom of part of a double helix' The

itoms that .oripot. the deoxyribose sugars are shown as

blue, phosphate groups as yellow and nitrogenous bases as

shades ofgreen and orange.

elthou"gh the Watson-trick base-pairing rules dictate the

side-by-siåe combinations of nitrogenous bases that form

the rungs of the double helix, they place no 199!{cti'919 o-n

the sequence of nucleotides along the length of a DNA

st.and. In fact, the sequence of bases can vary in countless

ways, and each gene has a unique order of nucleotides' or

base sequence.
In April 1953, Watson and Crick shook the scientific world

with a succinct paper explaining their molecular model for

DNA in the journal Naiure. In 1962, Watson' Crick' and

wilkins received the Nobel Prize for their work. (Rosalind

Franklin probably would have received the prize as well but for

her death from cancer in 1958; Nobel Prizes are never awarded

posthumously.) Few milestones in the history of biology have
'had 

a, broad an impact as the discovery of the double helix'

with its AT and CG base Pairing.
The Watson-Crick mådel gave new meaning to the words-

genes and' chromosomes-ut-td to the chromosome theory of

inheritance (see Module 9.16). With a complete picture of

DNA, we can see that the genetic information in a chromosome

must be encoded in the nucleotide sequence of the molecule'

One powerful aspect of the Watson-Crick model is that the

structure o,l-DNA. s.qgge-q-t9*3 molecular explanation for genetic

i"tre.ita"ce, as we see in the next module'

Along one strand of a double helix is the nucleotide

sequence GGCATAGGT. What is the complementary

sequence for the other DNA strand?

v))IvtDf) ffi

o
\\ -OH

-o
Hr(

o\\-
P.-o- !o
Hzf

5\-u
o-'\tsoao/.r,

!H,

Partial chemical structure Computer model
Ribbon model

Three representations of DNA
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DNA replication depends on specific base pairing
One of biology's overarching themes-the relationship between
structure and function-is evident in the double helix. The idea
that there is specific pairing of bases in DNA was the flash of
inspiration that led Watson and Crick to the correct structure of
the double helix. At the same time, they saw the functional sig-
nificance of the base-pairing rules. They ended their classic
1953 paper with this statement: "It has not escaped our notice
that the specific pairing we have postulated immediately sug-
gests a possible copying mechanism for the genetic materiall,

The logic behind the Watson-Crick proposal for how DNA is
copied-by specific pairing of complementary bases-is quite
simple. You can see this by covering one of the strands in the
parental DNA molecule in . You can determine the
sequence of bases in the covered strand by applying the base-
pairing rules to the unmasked strand: A pairs with T, G with C.

Watson and Crick predicted that a cell applies the same rules
when copying its genes. As shown in Figure 10.4A, the two
strands of parental DNA (blue) separate. Each then becomes a
template for the assembly of a complementary strand from a
supply of free nucleotides (gray). The nucleotides line up one at
a time along the template strand in accordance with the base-
pairing rules. Enzymes link the nucleotides to form the new
DNA strands. The completed new molecules, identical to the
parental molecule, are known as dauglr1g1eNA The copying
mechanism is analogous to using a photographic negative to
make a positive image, which can in turn be used to make
another negative, and so on.

Watson and Crick's model predicts that when a double helix
replicates, each of the two daughter molecules will have one old
strand, which was part of the parental molecule, and one newly
created strand. This model for DNA replication is known as the
semiconservative model because half of the parental molecule
is maintained (conserved) in each daughter molecule. The
semiconservative model of replication was confirmed by exper-
iments performed in the 1950s.

Although the general mechanism of DNA replication is con-
ceptually simple, the actual process involves complex biochemi-
cal gymnastics. Some of the complexity arises from the fact that
the helical DNA molecule must untwist as it replicates and must

A }T

(e
G c

A )r
T{ ]A

A template model
for DNA replication

Both parental strands serve
as templates

Genetics

copy its two strands roughly simultaneously
Another challenge is the speed of the process. E.coli, with about
4.6 million DNA base pairs, can copy its entire genome in less

than an hour. Humans, with over 6 billion base pairs in
46 diploid chromosomes, require only a few hours. And yet the
process is amazingly accurate; tlpically, only about one DNA
nucleotide per several billion is incorrectly paired. In the next
module, we take a closer look at the mechanisms of DNA repli-
cation that allow it to proceed with such speed and accuracy.

How does complementary base pairing make possible
the replication of DNA?
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DNA replication proceeds in two directions at many sites simultaneously

Altogether, DNA replication requires the cooperation of more

thun u dozen enzymes and other proteins' Replication of a

DNA molecule begins at special sites called oJgns of repli2ø-

{gn, stretches of pN{-haying a .spqcific sequenc-e of nucleotides

*heq. ptot.ittg 4ttaqh to the DNA and separate the strands' As

shown in , replication then proceeds in both

directions, creating what are called rePlilation "bubblesl' The

parental DNA stånds (blue) open-up- 
-a9 

daughter strands

igray) elongate on both sides of each bubble' The DNA mole-

iirt.'of u eufaryotic chromosome has many origins where repli-

cation can start simultaneously, shortening the total time

needed for the Process' Thus, thousands ofbubbles can be pres-

ent at once. Bventually, all the bubbles merge, yielding two

completed daughter DNA molecules.

shows the molecular building blocks of a tiny

segment of DNA, reminding us that the DNAs sugar-phosphate

baikbones run in opposite directions' Notice that each strand

has a 3' ("three-prime") endand a 5'end' The primed numbers

reGi to ttie cårbon atoms of the nucleotide sugars' At one end

of each DNA str;4 iheiugai*'iarbon atoh is attached to an

-OH group; at the other end' the sugar's 5'carbon has a phos-

phate group.' Th; opposite orientation of the strands is important in

DNA replication. The elzymes that lnk DNA nucleotides to-a

growing' daughter stiand, called DNA polymerases', add

io.i"otiaåt 
-oily 

to the 3' end of the strand, never to the 5' end'

Thus, a daughter DNA strand can only grow in the 5'--+ 3'

direction. Yo'u see the consequences of this enzyme specificity

in . The forked structure represents one side ofa

replication bubble. One of the daughter strands (shown in

gray) can be synthesized in one continuous piece by a DNA1

ioty.n..ut. working toward the forking point of the parental

DNA. However, to make the other daughter strand' poly-

merase molecules must work outward from the forking point'

This new strand is synthesized in short pieces as the fork opens

up. Another enzyme, called DNA ligase, then links (ligates)

the pieces together into a single DNA strand'

In addition to their roles in
linking nucleotides together, DNA
polymerases carrY out a Proof-
reading step that quicklY removes

nucleotides that have base-paired

incorrectly during rePlication.

DNA polymerases and DNA ligase

are also involved in rePairing DNA
damaged by harmful radiation
(such as ultraviolet light and

X-rays) or toxic chemicals in the

environment, such as those found
in tobacco smoke.

DNA replicat.iQn -e-nsures* 
that all

the somatic cells in a multicellular
organism carry the same geneticl-

information. It is also the means

by which genetic instructions are

copied for the next generation ofthe
organism. In the next module, we

begin to pursue the connection

between DNA instructions and an

organisrns PhenotlPic traits.

F,.Jl
HO

I

Bubble

ffi**
Two daughter DNA molecules

L-r#ffi*J//
t)-- -Ppæ,4
tL 

-iJ
oH -p

E,""4 F;;l
The oPPosite

orientations of DNA strands

Daughter strand
synthesized
continuously

Daughter
strand
synthesized
in pieces

Overall direction of rePlication

How daughter DNA strands are synthesized

What is the function of DNA polymerase in DNA

replication?
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The DNA genotFpe is expressed as proteins, which provide the molecular
basis for phenotypic traits

With our knowledge of DNA, we can now define genotlpe and
phenotlpe more precisely than we did in Chapter 9. An organ-
isrn's genotype, its genetic makeup, is the heritable information
contained in its DNA. The phenotlpe is the organism's specific
traits. So what is the molecular connection between genotlpe
and phenotlpe?

The answer is that the DNA inherited by an organism speci-
fies traits by dictating the synthesis of proteins. In other words,
proteins are the links between genot)?e and phenotlpe. How-
ever, a gene does not build a protein directly. Rather, a gene dis-
patches instructions in the form of RNA, which in turn
programs protein synthesis. This central concept in biology
(termed the 'tentral dogma'by Francis Crick in 1956) is sum-
marized in . The chain of command is from DNA
in the nucleus of the cell (purple area) to RNA to protein syn-
thesis in the cytoplasm (tan area). The two main stages are

transcription, the transfer of genetic information from DNA
into an RNA molecule, and translation, the transfer of the
information in the RNA into a protein. In the next nine mod-
ules, n'e r,r,ill explore the steps in this flow of molecular infor-
mation from gene to protein.

The relationship between genes and proteins was first pro-
posed in 1909, when English physician Archibald Garrod sug-
gested that genes dictate phenotypes through enzymes, the
proteins that catalyze chemical processes in the cell. Garrod's
idea came from his observations of inherited diseases. He
hypothesized that an inherited disease reflects a person's

inability to make a particular enzyme, and he referred to such
diseases as "inborn errors of metabolisml' He gave as one
example the hereditary condition called alkaptonuria, in
l'r,'hich the urine appears black because it contains a chemical
called alkapton. Garrod reasoned that normal individuals have

an enzyme that breaks down alkapton, whereas alkaptonuric

DNA .! 
"

1",.: ,f..,..* . ,F.,"
ot ,"a' *:-l' ' ,. o!,.' a'

Tra nscri ption

RNA

Nucleus

Cytoplasm

Translation

Protein ' -.+ J'"r. l'

Flow of genetic information in a eukaryotic cell
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individuals cannot make the enzyme. Garrodi hlpothesis nas
ahead ofits time, but research conducted decades later proved
him right. In the intervening years, biochemists accumulated
evidence that cells make and break down biologically impor-
tant molecules via metabolic pathways, as in the synthesis of
an amino acid or the breakdown of a sugar. As n'e described
in Unit I, each step in a metabolic pathway is catalyzed by a

specific enzyme. Therefore, individuals lacking one of the
enzymes for a pathway are unable to complete it.

The major breakthrough in demonstrating the relationship
between genes and enzymes came in the 1940s from the work
of American geneticists George Beadle and Edward Tatum with
the bread mold lleurospora crassa

. Beadle and Tatum
studied strains of the mold that were
unable to grow on a simple growth
medium. Each of these so-called nu-
tritional mutants turned out to lack
an enzyme in a metabolic pathway
that produced some molecule the
mold needed, such as an amino acid.
Beadle and Tatum aiso showed that
each mutant was defective in a single
gene. This result suggested the one
gene-one enzyme hypothesis: the
function of a gene is to dictate the
production of a specific enzyme.

The one gene-one enzyme hypothesis has been amply
confirmed, but with some important modifications. First it
was extended beyond enzymes to include all types of pro-
teins. For example, keratin-the structural protein of hair-
and the hormone insulin are two examples of proteins that
are not enzymes. So biologists began to think in terms of one
gene-one protein. However, many proteins are made from
two or more polypeptide chains (see Module 3.14), with each
polypeptide specified by its o\\,n gene. For example,
hemoglobin, the oxygen-transporting protein in your blood,
is built from two kinds of polypeptides, encoded by two dif-
ferent genes. Thus, Beadle and Tatum's hypothesis has come
to be restated as the one gene-one polypeptide hypothesis.

n

..'rr What are the f unctions of transcription and
l:.i,; translatiOn?
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Neurospora
crassa growing in a culture c
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Genetic information written in codons is translated into amino
acid sequences

Genes provide the instructions for making specific proteins'

But a gene does not build a protein directly. The bridge between

DNA and protein synthesis is the nucleic acid RNA: DNA is

transcribed into RNA, which is then translated into protein' Put

another way, cells are governed by a molecular chain of com-

mand: DNA --+ RNA --+ protein.
Transcription and translation are linguistic terms, and it is

useful to think of nucleic acids and proteins as having lan-

guages. To understand how genetic information passes from

genotlpe to phenotlpe, we need to see how the chemical lan-

guage of DNA is translated into the different chemical language

ofproteins.
What, exactly, is the language of nucleic acids? Both DNA

end RNA are .poly-Ilgls made 9{ nu9"le-*id-e.-91,9-n-op-els. In

DNA, th".. are four qped of nucleotides' which differ in their

nitrogenous bases (A, T, C, and G). The same is true for RNA,

although it has the base U instead of T'

irrrr';' iir " focuses on a small region of one of the genes

(gene 3, shown in light blue) carried by a DNA molecule' DNAs

language is written as a linear sequence ofnucleotide blseq on a

pollnui^leotide, a sequence such as the one you sed' on the

iniåiged DNA strand in the figure. Specific sequences ofbases,

Notice that the nucleotide bases on the RNA molecule are

complementary to those on the DNA strand. As we will see

in Module 10.9, this is because the RNA was synthesized

using the DNA as a temPlate.

The purple chain represents the results of translation, the

conversion of the nucleic aEid language into the polypeptide

Ianguage (recall that proteins consist of one or more polypep-

tides). Like nucleic acids, polypeptides are polymers, but

the monomers that compose them are the 20 amino acids

common to all organisms. Again, the language ii written in a
linear sequence, and the sequence of nucleotides of the RNA

molecule dictates the sequence of amino acids of the pollpep-

tide. The RNA acts as a r*nessenger carrying genetic informa-

tion tgrn_DN,A.-- -During 
translation, there is a change in language from the

nucleotide sequence of the RNA into the amino acid sequence

of the pollpeptide. The brackets below the RNA indicate how

genetic information is coded in nucleic acids. Notice that each

blqcle!etslqsg-slå1es-auc-leqttdero-n-*R\ARecallthatthereare
-nly four different kinds of nucleotides in DNA (A' G, C, T)

and RNA (A, G, C, U). In trlnslati-o-uth-e-s*e-fb-ul rnus-t s-o-rybo-ry

qpggfy 2Q, amin-o acids. If each nucleotide base specified one

amino acid, only 4 of the 20 amino acids could be accounted

for. What if the language consisted of two-letter code words? If
we read the bases of a gene two at a time, AG, for example,

could specify one amino acid, whereas AT could designate a

different amino acid. However, when the 4 bases are taken in
doublets, there are only 16 (that is, 42) possible arrangements-

still not enough to specify all 20 amino acids.

Tqplels of b-aoeS. are- the s-ma[egt flwoqds" of uniform length

thitian specify all the amino acids. Suppose each code word in

DNA consists of a triplet, with each arrangement of three con-

secutive bases specifying an amino acid. Then there can be 64

(that is, 43) possible code words-more than enough to speciff

the 20 amino acids. Indeed, there are e4qugh- triplets to allow

morq thqn one coding_ for each amino -acid. For example, the

base triplets AAT and ÅeC bottr code for the same amino acid

(leucine).

Experiments have verified that the flow of information from

gene to protein is based on a triplet code: The pnetic in-

structions fo1lhe 4qino acid gequence of a polypeptide chain

arJwritten in DNA and RNA as a series of three-base words'

;"11.J;Jt;s. Notice in the figure that three-base codons in

the DNA are transcribed into complementary three-base

codons in the RNA, and then the RNA codons are translated

into amino acids that form a pollpeptide. We turn to the

codons themselves in the next module.

each with a beginning and an end,

make up the genes on a DNA strand.

A tlpical gene consists of hundreds

or thousands ofnucleotides in a spe-

cific sequence.

The pink strand underneath
the enlarged DNA region rePre-

sents the requltq of. !-ransc,ription:
gn RNA nrolecule. The Process is

called transcription because the

nucleic acid language of DNA has

been rewritten (transcribed) as a
sequence of bases on RNA; the lan-

guage is still that of nucleic acids.

DNA molecule

DNA strand

I
Transcription

+
RNA

T
Translation

+
Polypeptide

A particular protein is 100 amino acids long. How

many nucleotides are necessary to code for this
Amino acid

Transcription and translation of codons

protein?
00€ r
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The genetic code is the Rosetta stone of life

In ),799, a large stone tablet was found in Rosetta, Eg1pt, carry-

ing the same lengthy inscription in three ,ancient 
languages:

Eg"iptian hierogllphics, Egyptian script, and Greek' This stone

piouia.a the kåf ihat enabled scholars to crack the previously

indecipherable hiero gllphic code.

To crack the genetic code, scientists wrote their own Rosetta

stone. It was baied on information gathered from a series of

elegant experiments that disclosed the amino acid translations

of iach of the nucleotide-triplet code words' The first codon

was deciphered in 1961 by American biochemist Marshall

Nirenberg. He synthesized an artificial RNA molecule by link-

ing togetler identical RNA nucleotides having uracil as their

bu"r.. fro matter where this message started or stopped, it could

contain only one t)?e of triplet codon: UUU' Nirenberg added

this "poly U" to u tåst-tube mlxture containing ribosomes and

the oihei ingredients required for pollpeptide synthesis' This

mixture translated the poly U into a pollpeptide containing a

single kind of amino acid, phenylalanine' Thus, Nirenberg

leained that the RNA codon UUU specifies the amino acid

phenylalanine (Phe). By variations on this method, the amino

åcids specified by all the codons were soon determined'

The genetic code is the set of rules giving the correspon-

dence between codons in RNA and amino acids in proteins' As

shows, 61 of the 64 codons code for amino acids'

The triplet AUG has a dual function: It codes for the amino

acid methionine (Met) and also can provide a signal for the

start of a pollpeptide chain' Three of the other codons (in red
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boxes in the figure) do not designate amino acids' They are the

stop codons that mark the end of translation.

Notice in Figure 10.8A that there is redundancy in the code

but no ambiguity. For example, although codons UUU and

UUC both specify phenylalanine (redundancy), neither of

them ever represents any other amino acid (no ambiguity)' The

codons in thå figure are the triplets found in RNA' They have a

straightforward, complementary relationship to the codons in

OXÅ. fhe nucleotides making up the codons occur in a linear

order along the DNA and RNA, with no gaps or "punctuation'

separating the codons.

As an exercise in transiating the genetic code, consider the

l2-nucleotide segment of DNA in ' Let's read this

as a series of tripiets. Using the base-pairing rules (with U in

RNA instead of T), we see that the RNA codon corresponding

to the first transcribed DNA triplet, TAC, is AUG' As you can

see in Figure 10.8A, AUG indicates, "place Met as the first

amino acid in the pollpeptidel The second DNA triplet, TTC'

dictates RNA codon AAG, which designates lysine (Lys) as the

second amino acid. We continue until we reach a stop codon'

The genetic code is nearly universal, shared by organisms

from the simplest bacteria to the most complex plants and ani-

mals. In experiments, bacteria can translate human genetic

messages, utid hr'trnu.t cells can translate bacterial RNA' A lan-

guage shared by all living things must have evolved early

.noigh in the history of life to be present in the common

ut..r1o., of all modern organisms. A shared genetic vocabu-

lary is a reminder of the kinship that connects all life on Earth'

1E':ffi Translate the RNA sequence CCAUUUACG into the

i#,'€i corresponding amino acid sequence'

rqf-aqd-ord

.'},,un,rution

Dictionary of the genetic sode ([\A"59,$-91s)
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,,-0n,,,,,,,,,i.,,, Transcription produces genetic messages in the form of RNA

In eukaryotic cells, transcription, the transfer of genetic infor-
mation from DNA to RNA, occurs in the nucleus. (The
nucleus, after ail, contains the DNA; see Figure 10.64 for a

review.) An RNA molecule is transcribed from a DNA template
by a process that resembles the synthesis of a DNA strand dur-
ing DNA replication. is a close-up view of this
process. As with replication, the two DNA strands must first
separate at the place where the process will start. _In transcrip-
tion, however, only one of the DNA strands serves as a template
for the newly forming molecule. The nucleotides that make up
the new RNA molecule take their places one at a time along the
DNA template strand by forming hydrogen bonds with the
nucleotide bases there. Notice that the RNA nucleotides follow
the same base-pairing rules that govern DNA replication,
except that U, rather than T, pairs with A. The RNA nucleotides
are linked by the transcription enzyme RNA polymerase, sym-
bolized in the figure by the large gray shape in the background.

is an overview ofthe transcription ofan entire
prokaryotic gene. (We focus on prokaryotes here; eukaryotic
transcription is a similar process but more complex.) Specific
sequences of nucleotides along the DNA mark where transcrip-
tion ofa gene begins and ends. The "start fra4scribing" signal is
a nucleotide sequence called a promoter. A promoter is a spe-
cific binding site for RNA polymerase and determines which of
the two strands of the DNA doubie helix is used as the template
in transcription.

0 The first phase of transcription, called initiation, is the
attachment of RNA polymerase to the promoter and the start of
RNA synthesis. @ During a second phase of transcription, the
RNA elongates. As RNA synthesis continues, the RNA strand
peels away from its DNA template, allowing the two separated
DNA strands to come back together in the region already tran-
scribed. @ Finally, in the third phase, termination, the RNA
polymerase reaches a sequence of bases in the DNA template

RNA
polymerase

T CC A
A

c(

cAUCCA
G T A G GT

Direction of
transcription

Newly made RNA

called a terminator. This sequence signals the end of the gene;
at that point, the polymerase molecule detaches from the RNA
molecule and the gene.

In addition to producing RNA that encodes amino acid se-
quences, transcription makes two other kinds of RNA that are
involved in building pollpeptides. We discuss these three kinds
of RNA in the next three modules.

n
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Eukaryotic RNA is processed before leaving the nucleus

The kind of RNA that encodes amino acid sequences is called

messenger RNA (mRNA) because it conveys genetic informa-

tion from DNA to the translation machinery of the cell' Messen-

ger RNA is transcribed from DNA, and the message in the

rrlnXe is then translated into pol)?ePtides. In prokaryotic cells,

which lack a nucleus, transcription and translation occur in the

same place (the cyoplasm). In eukaryotic cells, however, mRNA

molecules and other RNA molecules required for translation

must exit the nucieus via the nuclear pores and enter the clto-

plasm, rvhere the machinery for pollpeptide synthesis is located'

Before leaving the nucleus as mRNA, eukaryotic transcripts

are modified, or processed, in several ways. One kind of RNA

processing is the addition ofextra nucleotides to the ends ofthe

i{NA transcript . These additions include a small

cap (a single G nucleotide) at one end and a long tail (a chain of

SO to ZSO adenine nucleotides) at the other end' The cap and

tail facilitate the export of the mRNA from the nucleus, protect

Exon lntron Exon

the mRNA from attack by cellular enzymes' and help ribo-

somes bind to the mRNA. The cap and tail themselves are not

translated into Protein.
Eukaryotes require an additional qpe of RNA processing

because, in most protein-coding genes, the DNA sequence that

codes for the pollpeptides is not continuous. Most genes oi

plants and animals inciude internal noncoding regions called

introns (for "intervening sequences"). The coding regions-the

parts of a gene that are expressed as amino acids-are called

"*ott. 
As Figure 10.10 shows, both exons (darker color) and

introns (lighter color) are transcribed from DNA into RNÅ.

However, before the RNA leaves the nucleus' the introns are

removed, and the exons are joined to produce an mRNA mole-

cule with a continuous coding sequence. (The short noncoding

regions just inside the cap and tail are considered parts of the

first and last exons.) This cutting-and-pasting process is called

RNA splicing. In most cases, RNA splicing is catalyzed b,v a

complex of proteins and small RNA molecules, but sometimes

the RNA transcript itself catalyzes the process. In other words,

RNA can sometimes act as an enzyme that removes its own

intronsl As we will see in the next chapter (Moduie I1.6), RNA

splicing also provides a means to produce multiple pollpep

tides from a single gene.

,ffi,"lF:' Explain why many eukaryotic genes are longer than
r:ffi.ii,q, tl-re mRNA that leaves the nucleus.
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We are now ready to see how the translation process works'

Translation of mRNA into protein involves more complicated

machinery than transcription, inciuding:

Transfer RNA, another kind of RNA molecule

Ribosomes, the organelles where transiation occurs

Enzymes and a number of protein "factors"

Sources of chemical energy, such as adenosine triphos-

phate (ATP)

In the next two modules, we take a closer look at transfer

RNA and ribosomes.
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I Transcription
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Transcription
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I 
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\
The production of eukarYotic mRNA

ytoplasm

Transfer RNA molecules serve as interpreters during translation

Translation of any language requires an interpreter, some-

one who can recognize the words ofone language and convert

them to another. Translation of a message carried in mRNA

into the amino acid language of proteins also requires an inter-

preter. To convert the three-letter words (codons) of nucleic

acids to the one-letter, amino acid words of proteins, a cell

employs a molecular interpreter, a special tlpe of RNA called

transfer RNA (tRNA)'
A cell that is ready to carry out translation has in its c1'to-

plasm a supply of amino acids, either obtained from food or

UnitII Cellular Reproductton and Genetics



made from other chemicals. The amino acids

themselves cannot recognize the codons in the

mRNA. The amino acid trlptophan, for example,

is no more attracted by codons for trlptophan
than by any other codons. It is up-tg thp ,SqUlq

mo]ggglq interpreters, IRNA molecules, to match

ariiino aiids to the appropriate codons to form the

new polypeptide. To perform this task, IRNA
molbcules must carry out two functions: (1) pick-

lagr.rp the appropriate amino acids and (2) ry9oÅ-
niz!ry1ly3ppretriate co"dons in the mRNA. The

unique structure of tRNA molecules enables them

to perform both tasks.

As shown in , a tRNA molecule

is made of a singl! qtran4_olRNA-one polynu-
cleotide chain-consisting of about 80 nucleotides'

By twisting and folding upon itself, IRNA forms

several double-stranded regions in which short

stretches of RNA base-pair with other stretches.

A single-stranded loop at one end of the folded

molecule contains a special triplet of bases called

an anticodon. The anticodon triplet is comple-

mentary to a codon triplet on mRNA. During
translation, the anticodon on tRNA recognizes a

particular codon on mRNA by using base-pairing

iules. At ihe other end of the IRNA molecule is a

site where an amino acid can attach.

In the modules that follow, in which we trace the process of
translation, we represent tRNA with the simplified shape that is

shown on the right in Figure 10.11A. This symbol emphasizes

hvo parts of the molecule-the anticodon and the amino acid

attachment site-that give IRNA its ability to match a particular

nuileic" acid word (codon) wjth its corresponding protein word
(åmino acid). Although all IRXA molecules are similar, there is

a slightly different variety of IRNA for each amino acid.

E4ch amino acid is joined to the correct IRNA by.a specific

enzyme. There is a family of 20 versions of these enzymes, one

itrryme for each amino acid. Each enzyme specifically binds

one t)?e of amino acid to all tRNA molecules that code for that

amino acid, using a molecule of ATP as energy to drive the

reaction. The resulting amino acid-tRNA complex can then

furnish its amino acid to a growing polypeptide chain, a process

that we describe in Module 10.12.

The computer graphic in
ecule (red and yellow) and an ATP molecule (purple) bound to

the enzyme molecule (blue). In this picture, you can see the

proportional sizes of these three molecules' The amino acid

that would attach to the IRNA is not shown; it would be less

than half the size of the ATP.

The structure of tRNA

, :..: , , ,, , , A molecule of tRNA binding to an enzyme
molecule (blue)
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What is an anticodon, and what is its function?
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We have now looked at many of the components a cell needs to
carry out translation: instructions in the form of mRNA mole-
cules, tRNA to interpret the instructions, a supply of amino
acids, enzymes for attaching amino acids to IRNA, and ATP for
energy. The final components needed are the ribosomes,
organelles in the c1'toplasm that coordinate the functioning of
the mRNA and IRNA and actually make pollpeptides.

A ribosome consists of two subunits, each made up of
proteins and a kind of RNA called ribosomal RNA (rRNA).
In , you can see the actual shapes and relative
sizes of the ribosomal subunits. You can also see where
mRNA, IRNA, and the growing polypeptide are located
during translation.

The ribosomes of prokaryotes and eukaryotes are very simi-
lar in function, but those of eukaryotes are slightly larger and
are different in composition. The differences are medically
significant. Certain antibiotic drugs can inactivate prokaryotic

-:Growing

Ribo somes build polypeptides

f

ribosomes while leaving eukaryotic ribosomes unaffected.
These drugs, such as tetracycline and streptomycin, are used to
combat bacterial infections.

The simplified drawings in Figures l0.l2B and 10.12C
indicate how IRNA anticodons and mRNA codons fit
together on ribosomes. As shows, each ribo-
some has a binding site for mRNA and two binding sites for
tRNA, shows IRNA molecules occupying these
two sites. The subunits of the ribosome act like a vise, holding
the tRNA and mRNA molecules close together, allowing the
amino acids carried by the IRNA molecules to be connected
into a pollpeptide chain. In the next two modules, we examine
the steps oftranslation in detaii.

$,i. 
j.t t.* does a ribosome function in protein synthesis?
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Next amino acid
to be added to
polypeptide

t-q

! ...

).t?

".n
mRNA 

-\l

Large
subunit

mRNA-
binding
site

ribosome
Binding sites of a

Small -/'{
subunit /

The true shape of a functioning A ribosome with occupied
ribosome binding sites

tRNA-binding sites

An initiation codon marks the start of an mRNA message

Tianslation can be divided into the same three phases as tran-
scription: initiation, elongation, and termination. The process of
polypeptide initiation brings together the mRNA, a IRNA bear-
ing the first amino acid, and the two subunits of a ribosome.

As indicated in , an mRNA molecule tran-
scribed from DNA is longer than the genetic message it carries.
A sequence of nucleotides (light pink) at either end of the mol-
ecule is not part of the message but helps the mRNA bind to the
ribosome. The role of the initiation process is to establish
exactly where translation will begin, ensuring that the mRNA
codons are translated into the correct sequence of amino acids.

Initiation occurs in two steps ( , top of next
page). O An mRNA molecule binds to a small ribosomal sub-
unit. A special initiator IRNA binds to the specific codon, called
the start codon, where translation is to begin on the mRNA

Start of genetic message
I
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lnitiator tRNA _---

Large
ribosomal
subu nit

A siteP site
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The initiation of translation O 'RNA 
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molecule. The initiator IRNA carries the amino acid methion-

'".'pf.t); its anticodon, UAC' binds to the start codon' AUG'

ø fti*,, a large ribosomal subunit binds to the small one' creat-

ilg u frr,-,.rloial ribosome' The initiator IRNA fits into one of

the trvo tRNA-binding sites on the ribosome' This site' called

tfr. p rir", will hold the growing polypeptide' The other tRNA-

Fnfr
iolMlclrtrl lr rI tryxzlz,.-,/
Start ,:rf i

,,,i,.c!jon, Small ribosomal
'.-_:i:1t,.,:,:..r 

SUbUnit ø

binding site, called the A site, is vacant and ready for the next

amino-acid-bearing IRNA'

' :r What would happen if ,a genqtic mutation changed a

iiart codon to some other cooon i

'Ålltallot uollelsuer] alellrul lou plno) saulosoqr'l ::.l."t"q leuorpunluou

aq plnoM 
"u"o 
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amino acids to the polypeptide chain until a stop codon

terminates translation 
i .w, T åå."

Once initiation is complete, amino acids are added one by one

a iL nt., amino aciå. Each addition occurs in a three-step

;;";;;;t process ( ;the small green arrows indi-

cate movement):-'.-* 
Coaot recognition' The anticodon of an incoming

IRNA molecule, carrying its amino acid' pairs with the nRNA

codon in the A site of the ribosome'""lu 
i;"nitae bond formation' The pollpeptide separates

from theiRNA to which it was bound (the one in the P site)

."J"-".ft t iry a peptide bond to the amino acid carried by the

;*il; tt-,. a site. The ribosome catalyzes formation of the

bond. Thus, one more amino acid is added to the chain'
".--t.1 

Trurrrtocation' The P site IRNA now leaves the ribo-

some, and the ribosome translocates (moves) the IRNA in the

O ,i,., ttltn its attached polypeptide' to.the P--site' The codon

and anticodon remain tonåtå' and the mRNA and IRNA

tou. u, a unit. This movement brings into the A site the next

mRNA coclon to be transiated' and the process can start again

rvith steP 1.

Elongation continues until a stop-::1on reaches the ribo-

somes A site. Stop codons-UAA' UAG' and UGA-do not

;. i"t amino acids but instead act as signals to stop transla-

tion. This is the termination stage of translation' The completed

".f*.otia. is reieased from th"e last IRNA and exits the ribo-

'.nrrrå. *hi.h then splits into its seParate subunits'

What happens as a IRNA passes through the A and P

binding sites on the ribosome?
'lr sMollol leq]

vNul aq] ol aprldadÅlod aqI dn sar'!6 lr 'alls d aql ul ]lsapa:a'rd leq] vNUl

'J,ii rårr 
"pi*aadÅ1od 

6urr'nol6 aql sa^rarar pr)e ourure slr 'alrs v aq] ul

PolypePtide

Stop
codon

ffiTranslocation

PolYPePtide elongation
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ffi codon recognition

ffi Peptide bond
formation

,New/ peptide
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summarizes the main stages in
the tlolr, of genetic infbrmation from DNA to
RNA to protein. Q In transcription (DNA --->

RNA), the RNA is synthesized on a DNA tern-

plate. lrr eukarvotic cells. transcription occurs

in the nucleus, and the messenger RNA must
trarel from the nucleus to the cl.toplasm.

Q-@ Translation (RNA --+ protein) can be

divided into fbur steps, all of r'vhich occur in the

cltoplasm. When the pollpeptide is cornplete
at the end of step 5, the tno ribosomal subunits
come apart, and the IRNA and mRNA are re-

leased (not shorvn in this figure). Translation is

rapid; a single ribosome can make an average-

sized polypeptide in less than a minute.
Tlpically, an mRNA molecule is translated
simultaneously by a number of ribosomes.

Once tl-re start codon emerges from the first
ribosome, a second ribosome can attach to it;
thus, several ribosomes rnay trail along on the

same mRNA rlolecule.
Each poilpeptide coils and folds, assuming a

three-dimensional shape, its tertiary structure.
Several pollpeptides mav corne together, form-
ing a protein with quaternary structure (see

Module 3.14).

What is the overall significance of transcrip-
tion and translation? These are the processes

whereby genes control the structures and activ-
ities of cells, or, more broadll', the rvay the geno-

tlpe produces the phenotype. The chain of
cornmand originates rvith the infbrmation in a

gene, a specific linear sequence of nucleotides
in DNA. The gene serves as a template, dictat-
ing transcription of a complementary sequence

of nucleotides in mRNA. In turn, rnRNA dic-
tates the linear sequence in r,vhich amino acids

appear in a specific pollpeptide. Finall1., the

proteins that form frorn the pollpeptides deter-

mine the appearance and the capabilities of the

cell and organism.

,.,: 'n Which of the following molecules or
i,'r,,i:i: structures does not participate directly
in translation: ribosomes, transfer RNA,
messenger RNA, DNA, ATP, enzymes?

VNC

mRNA ./ ,\
I -\RNA
L,'' ,,,r.-,....-;:.i'. . polymerase

Amino acid -.--.------ Translation

:l

tnzyme

,*6'lr$i 
ArP

Q mRNA is transcribed
from a DNA template.

@ racfr amino acid
attaches to its proper
IRNA with the help of a

specific enzyme and ATP

D-

/ ^l*o

Review: The flow of genetic information
DNA + RNA +protein

tn the cell ls

Transcription

I
II i:ii"
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"" lrr, rot ' - 
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Growing
polypeptide'

Large
ribosomal
subu nit

rSmall
ribosomal
subunit

@ tnitiation of
polypeptide synthesis

The mRNA, the first tRNA,
and the ribosomal
sub-units come together.

@ Elongation

A succession of tRNAs
add their amino acids to
the polypeptide chain as

the mRNA is moved
through the ribosome, one
codon at a time.

- 
Polypeptide

@ Termination

The ribosome recognizes
a stop codon. The poly-
peptide is terminated
and released.

New peptide
bond forming

Stop codonSummary of transcription and
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Mutations can change the meaning of genes

Since discovering how genes are translated into proteins' sclen-

tists have be.n uil. to describe many inherited traits in moiecu-

lar terms. For instance, when a child is born lt'ith sickle-cell

disease (see Module 9.9), the condition can be traced back

through a difference in a protein to one tiny change in a gene'

In onJ of the two kinds of pollpeptides in the hemoglobin pro-

iein, the sickle-cell child has a single different amino acid' This

aiff.r.n.. is caused by the change of a single nucleotide in the

coding strand of DNA ' In the double hellx'

one base Palr is changed.

W. nåw know tÅat the alternative alleles of many genes

result from changes in single base pairs in DNA' Any change in

the nucleotid. ,.qrr.n.. of DNA is calied a mutation' Muta-

tions can involve large regions of a chrornosome or just a single

nucieotide pair, as in sickle-cell disease' Here we consider how

mutations invoiving only one or a few nucleotide pairs can

aff-ect gene translation.
Mutations rvithin a gene can be divided into two general

categories: base substitulions and base insertions or deletions

. A base substitution is the replacement of one

nucleotide lvith another. For example, in the second row in

Figure 10.i6B, A replaces G in the fourth codon of the mRNA'

W"hat effect does a tase substitution have? Because the genetic

code is reduridant, some substitution mutations have no effect

at all. If a mutation causes an mRNA codon to change from

GAA to GAG, for instance, no change in the protein product

would result because GAA and GAG both code for the same

amino acid (Glu). Other base substitutions may alter an amino

acid but have little effect (perhaps because that amino acid is

uninvolved in the protein's function)' But as in the example in

Figure 10.16A, base substitutions may cause changes in a pro-

t.å thut prevent it from functioning normally' Occasionally' a

base substitution leads to an improved protein that enhances

the success of the mutant organism and its descendants' Much

more often, though, mutations are harmful' And if a base sub-

stitution changes an amino-acid codon to a stop codon' a short-

ened, probabl! nonfunctional, polypeptide will result'

Mutations'involving the insertion or deletion of one or

more nucleotides in å g.n. often have disastrous effects'

BecausemRNAisreadasaseriesofnucleotidetriplets
(codons) during translation' adding or subtracting nucleotides

may alter the råding frame (triplet grouping) of the message'

All the nucleotides that are "downstream" of the insertion or

deletion will be regrouped into different codons (Figure

1 0. 168, bottom). the result wili most likely be a nonfunctional

polypeptide.^ 
f-n. p.oa"ction of mutations, called mutagenesis' can occur

in a nuåber of ways' Errors that occur during DNA replication

or recombination are called spontaneous mutations' Another

source of mutation is a physical or chemical agent' called a

mutagen. The most common physicai mutagen in nature. is

high-ånergy radiation, such as X-rays and ultraviolet light'

åti.-1.d"Å"tagens fall into several categories' one tlpe' for

example, consisls of chemicals that are similar to normal DNA

bases but that Pair incorrectlY.

Although mutations are often harmful' they are also

extremely"useful, both in nature and in the laboratory' It is

because of mutations that there is such a rich diversity of genes

in the living world, a diversity that makes evolution by natural

selection påssible. Mutations are also essential tools for geneti-

cists. Whether naturally occurring (as in Mendel's peas) or

created in the laboratory (Morgan used X-rays to make most of

his fruit fly mutants), mutations create the different alleles

needed for genetic research.

Normal hemoglobin DNA

- a'f i
mRNA

, (, -l

,, , G A A -, r

Normal hemoglobin

Glu

Normal gene

mRNA

Protein Met

Base substitution

Mutant hemoglobin DNA

. C,A] T .

Sickle-cell hemoglobin

Val

The molecular basis of sickle-celldisease

Met Lys Leu Ala i His

.:1"' 1',i How could a single base substitution result in a short-

iri . r: ened protein product?
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Types of mutations and their effects


